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Img: The Carina Nebula, located at 2.3 kpc, hosts 8 massive stellar 
clusters which blow several cavities (credit: Preibisch et al. 2012)
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● Terminology:

Massive star cluster = a bounded group of stars which contains SN 
progenitors (ZAMS >~ 8 Msol).
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Superbubble Interior/Cavity
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Young compact MSCYoung compact MSC

Stellar cluster

Wind termination 
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Winds

Superbubble Interior/Cavity

(Weaver et al. 1977)
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Winds

Superbubble Interior/Cavity

(Weaver et al. 1977)
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Loose MSCLoose MSC

Supernovae

Massive star clusters             Large-scale (> 10 pc) wind termination shock



The Maximum Energy of an Astrophysical Accelerator
[Hillas 1984]
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The Maximum Energy of an Astrophysical Accelerator

Can massive star clusters accelerate CRs up to PeV ? Can massive star clusters accelerate CRs up to PeV ? 

Wind termination shock: 

Fast SNR shock expanding in the wind close to the cluster: 

SNR shock expanding in a dense wind progenitor:  

[Bell+2013]

The only way to produce PeV Ɣ
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[Hillas 1984]

Computation details in [Vieu, Reville, Aharonian 2022 (2207.01432)]



PRELIMINARY [in prep]

Star clusters as the sources of galactic cosmic raysStar clusters as the sources of galactic cosmic rays

Fitting the UHE GCR
with loose and young/compact clusters
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=> about 1000 MSCs including about 100 young compact MSCs.

PRELIMINARY [in prep]

Star clusters as the sources of galactic cosmic raysStar clusters as the sources of galactic cosmic rays

Fitting the UHE GCR
with loose and young/compact clusters

Diffusion time of PeV particles from source to Earth: ~ 20 kyr
=> less than 10 sources contribute at UHE
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Normalisation requires:
1 SN every ~100 yr from a loose cluster
1 SN every ~2 kyr from a young compact cluster



The wind termination shocks are generically expected to accelerate CRs up to PeV.

Hadronic gamma-ray emission?

Star clusters as sources of ɣ-rays?Star clusters as sources of ɣ-rays?

Figure from [Gupta+2018]

Wind termination 
shock (WTS)
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The wind termination shocks are generically expected to accelerate CRs up to PeV.

Hadronic gamma-ray emission?

Figure from [Gupta+2018]

Wind termination 
shock (WTS)

Star clusters as sources of ɣ-rays?Star clusters as sources of ɣ-rays?

[Vieu, Gabici, Tatischeff, Ravikularaman 2022 (2201.07488)]

“Confinement parameter”
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Figure from [Gupta+2018]

Wind termination 
shock (WTS)

Star clusters as sources of ɣ-rays?Star clusters as sources of ɣ-rays?

“Confinement parameter”

Wind termination 
shock (WTS)

The wind termination shocks are generically expected to accelerate CRs up to PeV.

Hadronic gamma-ray emission?

Hadronic signature of CRs accelerated 
near the cluster or WTS only if enhanced 
confinement (e.g. peculiar turbulence 
configuration in the shell).

(Leptonic signature expected from ICS 
around the WTS => Lucia Härer’s poster) 
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Fermi
Hawc

e.g. Cygnus OB2 with 
mildly enhanced 
confinement

[Vieu, Gabici, Tatischeff, Ravikularaman 2022 (2201.07488)]



Only fast SNR shocks expanding in the collective wind can accelerate CRs well 
beyond PeV to produce UHE photons 

To account for UHE GCR,
we only need 1 such event per ~10 kyr.
=> very few sources contribute to
10-100 PeV CRs observed locally

Diffusion time of 10 PeV CRs in the cavity: ~ 1 kyr (without enhanced confinement)
[Vieu, Gabici, Tatischeff, Ravikularaman 2022]

How many of these events still produce 
gamma-rays (by ICS from e- around the 
cluster or p-p in the dense shell of the SB)?

Conclusion: very few sources might have produced 10 PeV CRs about 10 kyr ago,
which now reach the Earth, but there are no UHE particles anymore around the
sources (unless enhanced confinement). 

Star clusters as sources of PeV ɣ-rays?Star clusters as sources of PeV ɣ-rays?
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ConclusionsConclusions

> Can massive star clusters produce PeV photons?

Fast SN exploding within young compact massive star clusters can account for the 
UHE GCR up to 100 PeV.

Very few of these events are required (~ 1/10 000 yr) and UHE particles escape within 
1kyr => O(1), or possibly O(0) gamma-ray counterpart!

> Can massive star clusters produce ɣ-rays up to 100 TeV?

Young compact clusters can accelerate particles at the WTS up to 1 PeV and produce 
detectable photons up to 100s TeV.
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